
Ecoblue® - floor mats –
and nature is at your feet

Protecting the environment is and will 
always be an important part of our 
modern times. This is why it matters 
particularly to use natural resources 
carefully and economically. It protects 
nature and precious resources at the 
same time. After all, it is no longer 
enough to just manufacture a product 
one time. The materials of the future 
should rather ensure they can be 
produced in an environmentally friendly 
manner, be recyclable and safely 
disposable at the end of their lifecycle.

 The advantages at one glance:
 Made from environmental friendly PET
 Protects from scratches 
 Hard-wearing and durable
 PVC-free and odourless – 

 free of toxic chemicals
 Ideal for people suffering from allergies
 With structured surfaces
 Castor chair resistant (DIN EN 425)
 Slip resistance (DIN EN ISO 13287)
 Office chairs glide perfectly 
 Flame retardant according to  

 DIN 4102/B1
 Hand made
 Compatible with floor heating systems 
 Bisphenol A (BPA) free
 2 year guaranty against breakage

A material which meets all these 
 ecological and economic requirements 
is polyethylene terephthalate (PET).  
This environmentally friendly floor 
 protection mat is 100% recyclable. 
Thanks to its outstanding properties, 
PET is a synthetic material that has 
been known and used for a long time, 
e.g. for packaging, containers, plastic 
films, fibres and mainly for soft-drink 
bottles, to name just a few.

In addition, it combines the advantages 
of lightweight and also to be  durable. 
One more reason to create a floor 
 protection mat - The result is Ecoblue 
from RS Office Products. 



You can find complete information
about the environmentally friendly
RS Office Products assortment at
www.rs-office.com

RS Office Products GmbH
Werner-Heisenberg-Straße 18a
D-68519 Viernheim
Telefon +49.6204.71001/2
Telefax +49.6204.75853
info@rs-office.com

Whether at the office, at your desk 
at home or at other workplaces: the 
Ecoblue® floor protection mat is the 
ideal mat to be used under swivel 
chairs. Thanks to its sophisticated 
manufacturing process, the mat 
protects your flooring effectively from 
scratches, unsightly signs of wear from 
foot traffic and the typical signs of daily 
wear. Expensive and complex repair of 
your flooring is thus a thing of the past.

Also, the mat ensures that castor 
wheels can move freely and easily 
and swivel chairs can glide optimally 
over all types of flooring in the future. 
Unlike conventional PVC or vinyl mats, 
Ecoblue® protection mats are absolutely 
odourless and completely free from any 
harmful or toxic substances. The floor 
protection mat is thus also perfectly 
suitable for children and people with 
allergies.

The clear floor protection mat made 
of environmentally friendly PET can 
even be recycled several times after 
use. This protects the environment and 
saves energy - another benefit of the 
 Ecoblue® floor protection mat made by 
RS Office Products.

Ecoblue® Series 08 with
antiglide layer

A thermally welded VAB® antiglide foil 
guaranties perfect adherence to hard 
flooring.
Mat thickness: 1,8 mm

Ecoblue® Series 07 with
anchor grips

On softer flooring such as carpets 
rounded anchor grips keep your mat in 
place.
Mat thickness: 2,1 mm,
Length of grips: ca. 2,1 mm.

Get a bit of nature back.

Form  L x W in m Series 07 Series 08

O  0,75 x 1,20 07-0750 08-0750
  0,90 x 1,20 07-0900 08-0900
  1,10 x 1,20 07-1100 08-1100
  1,30 x 1,20 07-1300 08-1300
  1,50 x 1,20 07-1500 08-1500
  1,80 x 1,20 07-1800 08-1800
  2,00 x 1,20 07-2000 08-2000
  2,40 x 1,20 07-2400 08-2400
  3,00 x 1,20 07-3000 08-3000

T  0,90 x 1,20  07-090T 08-090T
  1,50 x 1,20  07-150T 08-150T

U  1,30 x 1,20 07-130U 08-130U

L  1,50 x 1,20 07-150L 08-150L

R  ø 0,60 07-060R 08-060R
  ø 0,90 07-090R 08-090R
  ø 1,20 07-120R 08-120R

TU LO R


